
TORQUE™

DATA TRANSLATION & MAPPING

Seamlessly Connect Separate  
Systems with a Single Solution
Connecting disparate and proprietary software systems to  
create a single source of truth for managing day-to-day opera-
tions is a challenge, especially when each system has a unique 
set of integrations.

That’s exactly why Motorcity Systems developed TORQUE™ ,  
a cloud-based connectivity platform that enables cost-effective, 
scalable integrations and adapts to your unique business  
needs with:

A Cloud-Based Transportation Solution Platform
TORQUE is just one component in an entire family of products designed to drive results 
across the transportation industry.

Motorcity Systems delivers software solutions and integration services that enable motor 
carriers to modernize end-to-end operations.  Our solutions seamlessly integrate and are 
optimized for scalability, improved visibility, dispatch-to-driver communications, and a 
unified workflow experience. Our flexible deployment methodology allows each fleet to 
evolve at their own pace, maximizing the impact of your capital investments for faster ROI.

Use one. Use a few. Or take advantage of the entire platform to improve operations and 
drive growth.

Customizable Workflows – TORQUE enables communication to flow between 
multiple systems to create a single, integrated management platform for total 
fleet visibility and control.

Seamless Communications – TORQUE standardizes data from each system, 
allowing common solutions such as transportation management systems, 
telematics, and fuel cards to communicate with each other.

Scalable and Versatile Integrations – TORQUE allows your solutions to 
grow with your company by reducing infrastructure costs and time spent 
managing and updating on-premise equipment.

Integrations with Best-In-Class TMS  – Take advantage of robust integration 
possibilities across multiple TMS platforms and providers. Motorcity Systems 
is continually adding new capabilities, services, and expertise to help  
improve your operations.

Industry Expertise and Support – Benefit from Motorcity Systems’  
courteous, knowledgeable, and reliable customer support from  
knowledgeable industry experts. 

Contact us today to learn more about Motorcity Systems and TORQUE™.

9900 Harrison Rd. Romulus, MI 48174

(313) 246-2497
info@motorcity.systems motorcity.systems


